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ON THE STABILITY OF THE COHOMOLOGY OF

COMPLEX STRUCTURES

BY

TAPIO KLEMOLA

Abstract. Let f ^ M be a differentiable family of compact complex manifolds

Vi=nrH.t) on M={teRm | |/| < 1}, &-^ V a differentiable family of holomorphic

vector bundles Bt —» Vt, t e M. In this paper we study conditions for the cohomology

groups Hg'(Bt) to be constant in a neighborhood of 0 e M.

1. Introduction. In the paper [4] the question of the constancy of the dimension

of the groups H$s(Bt) of bundles Bt -> Vt, t e M, of a differentiable family

¡% —> ~f —s» M was studied. The notion of transportable forms was introduced, and

those of extendible and co-extendible forms (see Definition 2.1 below). It was

shown in [4] that dim H¿"s(Bt) is locally constant at a point t0 e M if and only if all

harmonic forms y e Hr's(Bto) are transportable. This was shown to be equivalent

with the hypothesis that all harmonic forms of the given type at t = t0 are extend-

ible and co-extendible (Theorem 2.1 below).

The purpose of this paper is to deduce conditions for all harmonic forms of a

given bidegree at t = t0 to be extendible in the given family. This will automatically

give conditions for co-extendibility, and thus for the constancy of dim H¿¡s(Bt) in

a neighborhood of t0 e M. Applications and a further analysis of the conditions

(which can be considered as a statement of the vanishing of certain obstructions)

are planned to be given in a subsequent paper.

In §2 some notations are introduced and the basic result of [4] is recalled. For

further details see [4] and, for a general background, [5] and [6]. The trivial exten-

sion of the harmonic theory of forms with values in the holomorphic tangent

bundle T'0 of VQ to one for forms with values in ^ = F¿ © To is discussed in §3.

The structural forms <pt and it which determine (each) the complex structure on Vt,

are discussed in §4. §5 gives a development of the form (¡t, and in §6 the differential

equations satisfied by an extension (resp. a co-extension) of a harmonic form are

considered. The differential equation for an extension is seen to be equivalent with

an "integral equation" with an "initial value" which is a closed form, and an

integrability condition. A solution for the integral equation in the form of a con-

verging series is obtained in §7, and the integrability condition is discussed in §8.

Sufficient conditions for dim H%'s(Bt) to be locally constant are derived in §9, and
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in the last section conditions which are necessary in the differentiable case but also

sufficient in the analytic case are obtained.

In [2], Ph. Griffiths presents an abstract theory of extendible forms. The idea of

solving the corresponding differential equation through an integral equation

obtained from the harmonic theory is used there, as well as in the paper [7\ of

M. Kuranishi, but there the equation is one for the structural form <p and nonlinear.

2. Preliminaries. Let "V f> M be a differentiable family of compact complex

manifolds over M={t eRm \\t\<e} where c is a positive real number, and

31 !> V 1+ M a differentiable family of holomorphic vector bundles (see Defini-

tions 1, 2 in [6, p. 58]). Let Lr,s be the vector space of differentiable sections of

scalar forms of type (r, s) on Vt = ir'1(t). Let T[ © T" be the decomposition of the

complexified tangent bundle of Vt into the direct sum of the holomorphic tangent

bundle T[ and its conjugate bundle T", and J2; the dual bundle of T[. Then the

vector space L\-s is the space of sections of the bundle

JÇ(r, s) = (Ar &t) A (Ad-

ueñóte by Lus(Bt) the vector space of differentiable sections of Bt ® ¿Ft(r, s), where

5t = X_1(J/i). Defining the operator

dt:V-°(Bt)-+U-° + i(Bt)

as in [6, p. 61], and denoting by Z|'s the respective kernel we set

H¡;s(Bt) = Z¡f(Bt)/dtU-°-i(Bt).

The case of scalar forms is obtained by setting Bt = Cx Vt. For Bt = T[ we set

dt = D't. Asi/'=V0x M for the differentiable structure, we can identify V, and V0 as

differentiable manifolds, hence also their complexified tangent bundles 9~t and

Let Pt and Qt be the projections corresponding to the direct sum &~=T'% © T",

and let <fik, i/<r,s, >¡>'k, >\¡"k, ip'r.s, and t/f",s denote the sections of the bundle

P % 2r + ̂ H^(r, s), F ® &(r, s), T'0 ® 2r+s = fc &{r, s), T¿ ® 2r + s = fc &(r, s),

T'Q ® &(r, s), and T0' ® &(r, s), respectively.

Suppose there is given a hermitian metric on Vt and on Bt, each depending

differentiably on /. We can then introduce the inner product (a, ß)t for a, ß e Lr,s(Bt)

with the norm |a|( = (a, a)}12 (see §2 in [4]). Letting &t be the adjoint of 8t with

respect to this inner product, we get the family {Dí}ísm of strongly elliptic formally

selfadjoint linear differential operators Dt = #t 8t + 8t&t acting on the spaces

Lr,s(Bt). If Hr's(Bt) denotes the space of harmonic forms of type (r, s) with values

in Bt, or the kernel of D¡, we have a canonical isomorphism

H'"(Bt) = H¡ls(Bt)

induced by the inclusion Hr-°(Bt)^Zr-*(Bt).

In the spaces Lr,s(Bt) we will also use the Sobolev norms || \\k (see §2, [4]).
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We shall utilize the bracket operation [L, M] for ^"-valued forms L, M as defined

in [1, p. 35].

In view of Lemma 1 of [6, p. 49] we may assume that, for the differentiable

structure, âS = BxM where B = B0 is a bundle over V0. Hence, for instance,

LT's(Bt) can be considered as a subspace of

Lr + S(B) = Lr + S(B0) =     2     Ep-"(B0).

p+q=r+s

Definition 2.1. A S0-closed form y eLr-s(B0) is extendible atOe M if there is a

neighborhood U of 0 and a family {r¡t}teU of forms r¡t eLr,s(Bt) depending differ-

entiably on / and such that dtr¡t = Q and r¡0=y. The form 171 depending on the

parameter t is called an extension of y. Similarly a ¡^-closed form y e Lr,s(B0) is

co-extendible at 0 e M if there is a neighborhood U of 0 and a family {ot}teU of

forms ot eLr,s(Bt) depending differentiably on t such that &tot = 0 and that <r0=y-

The form ot depending on the parameter / is called a co-extension of y.

Theorem 2.1. (See Theorem 5.2 of [4].) If all harmonic forms y e Hr,s(B0) are

extendible and co-extendible, then dim H¿s(Bt) is constant in a neighborhood of 0 e M.

3. Harmonic theory. Let us consider the theory of harmonic forms for the

holomorphic vector bundle T¿, with respect to the chosen hermitian metric on V0.

For a form M e i/>'r¡s we have the orthogonal decomposition with respect to the

inner product ( , )0

(3.1) M = &'D'G'M+D'&'G'M+H'M

where D' is given by D'M=[Q0, M], &': ¡/v.s + i -+$,1 is the adjoint of D' with

respect to the product ( , )0, G' is the Green's operator G':i/i'T,s^-<P'r.s and

H': <p'r,s^- H'r¡s the harmonic projector. The conjugation operator

S: F (8) &(r, s)^T ® &(s, r)

associates to a form a (g) a its conjugate ago and satisfies S2 =/; it is an antilinear

bijection. Extending S linearly to elements of </< and setting SL=L we get for

L e i/>'r¡s, using the identities I=P+ Q and [/, I] = 0,

(3.2) UL = [QTL] = [Q, L] = - [P, L] = - [Q, L]= - D"L,

where D" is defined by D"M= [Q, M] for M e &,. Therefore

(3.3) SD' = -D'S

and S induces an antilinear bijection of the cohomology groups

(3.4) S: /F's(f, D') -> /P-r(f', E>").

In particular dimc Hr-s(V, Z>') = dimc Hs-r(</>", D").

For L, M e 1/1', we have

(WZ, M) = (L,rTM) = -(L, D"M).
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For N e i/i", we can write

&"N = -WÏÏ

where &" is the adjoint of D" with respect to the product ( , ). If we define the

Green's operator G" and the harmonic projector //" for N e <f¡" by

G"N = GW,       H"N = WN

we get for N e t/i" the orthogonal decomposition

(3.5) N = D"&"G"N+»"D"G"N+H"N.

Define now the complex linear operations D, G, and H on >p by their restrictions

on </.' and f : Z)|</-' = /)', D\4>" = D" etc. Note that DL=[Q,L] for Lef We get

the orthogonal decomposition for Ne>p:

(3.6) N = D&GN+&DGN+HN.

4. The form |¡.    Define a form £( e <j>1 for each ? e M by

(4.1) &=fio-&-

Proposition 4.1. F/?e /owz ft satisfies the equation

(4.2) Z)ft = «ft, ft]

/or a// ? e M.

Proof. The fact that the almost-complex structure associated with the projection

ß( is integrable is expressed by the equation

(4.3) [&, Qt] = 0

(see [1, p. 132]). Hence 0=[ß0-&, ß0-ft] = -2[ß0, ft] + [ft, ft] which gives (4.2)

as by definition D$t=[Q0, ft].

Let now for each í e Af the projection Ft in the complexified tangent bundle of

V0 be defined by

(4.4) Im Et = 7£,       Ker Et = 7?,

where T't = Im Ft = Ker Qt, T¿ = Ker Pt = Im ß(. Define for each t e M a form ç^ by

(4.5) ç., = Et Ä ß0.

Obviously <pi is of type (0, 1)' and <pt and f¡ depend differentiably on t. Further-

more <p0 = fo=0-

From the definition of <pt we get

(4.6) Ker (ß0 - Vl) = r¿       Im (ß0 - .p,) = T¡.

Therefore

(4.7) Qt(Qo-9t) = Qo-<Pt,       Qt(P0-9t) = 0,
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where <pt denotes the conjugate of <pt. By adding up we get

(4-8) Qt(I-<Pt-<Pt) = ßo-«Pí-

As <pt(x) -*■ 0 when t —> 0, uniformly on V0,1— tpt — yt has an inverse for small t.

Suppose e is small enough so that this is true for all t e M={t e Rm \\t\< e}. Then

we can write

(4-9) ft = (ßo-^XZ-c-i-ft)-1.

Writing simply <p for cpt we get from this

(4.10)    ft = (Q0-v) J (9+vf = Qo+9 J (wW+?)- 2 (wrX'+'p).
fc = 0 (c=0 )c = 0

Set cu = 2"=i (w)"- From the definition (4.1) of £t we get (writing | for £t)

è = t'|—«•'£.

5. A development for the form f.   The decomposition formula (3.6) together

with (4.2) gives

(5.1) i-*HK,fi+*

where h = ht=D&GI;t + HÇteZ(<p1) = Ker D\t(ix. As there are (see [7, p. 146 and

p. 150] and [9, p. 25]), for any nonnegative integer k, constants c'k and cl such that

for any a,ß imp

(5.2) \\lcc,ß]\\kuc'k\\a\\k + i\\ß\\k + i,

(5.3) l*G«||* + i ^ C"k\\a\\k,

we get for a, ß e \f>x

(5.4) pG\[a,ß]\\k Ú Ck\\a\\k\\ß\\k

with ck = %c'kc"k. Hence the quadratic function Q defined by

(5.5) BM = Q(0 = &GUt, S]

is continuous in the norm || ||fc from ^ into itself. Thus it admits a continuous

extension Q to the completion fa of fa for the || ||k-norm. Setting

(5.6) F = I-Q

we can write the extension of (5.1) in the form

(5.7) F(0 = h

where F: fa -► 0! is holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0 e fa and F'(0) = I. By
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the inverse function theorem F"1 exists in a neighborhood of 0 e fa and is holo-

morphic at the origin. Hence we have the unique development

CO

(5.8) Í = F~1h= ^Axh\       he fa,
i = i

valid in a || ¡^-neighborhood of 0 e fa, where A¡ for i2:l is an /-linear continuous

map n'fa -> fa and A1 = I. Writing the formula (5.6) in the form

(5.9) i = h+êtt

we get by successive substitutions the recursive formula

(5.10) Anhn =   2   BAfi'Ajh'
i + j = n

for the coefficients of the development (5.8).

By the equation (4.2) [ft g] e Dfa or

(5.11) 2    2   [Afi^Ajh^eDfa
n>2 ¡ + j = n

for small A.

6. The differential equations.    By the definition of the form ft, the equation

8tr¡ = 0, for r¡ eU's(Bt), is equivalent to

(6.1) 3«tf «[&,?]

and the equation #ÉcrÉ = 0s for a e Lr-s(Bt), is equivalent to

(6.2) S0 #t a = [ft, #(a],

where §t is the anti-isomorphism,

(6.3) #t: £( ® JRr, s) -* 5* ® J^»-/-, n-s),

defined by the hermitian metrics on Bt and Vt (see [3, p. 120]) and the bracket

operation for F-valued forms is given by

(6.4) [N, y] = Dyh N+(-l)nD(y AN),        Nefaye L(B),
_

where « = deg N. Then it follows that 8ty=[Qt, y] for y eL(B).

To investigate the space of solutions r¡ of the linear equation (6.1) we write

(6.5) 1) = 8&Gr¡ + &8Gr¡ + Hri

where 8 stands for 80 etc. Substitution from (6.1) gives

(6.6) v = &G[êt,v] + b,

where the "initial value" b eZr,s(B0) corresponding to r¡ is given by

(6.7) b = d&Gv + Hr].

In fact, if i = 0 the equation (6.6) gives r¡=b.
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It is clear that a solution of the "integral equation" (6.6) for a fixed tis a solution

of the differential equation (6.1) if and only if the integrability condition

(6.8) [& v] e ÔL

is satisfied.

7. Solution of the integral equation (6.6).    There   are   positive   constants   (see

[9, p. 25]) dk and d'k such that

(7.1) I«Hká<4MU-i.       VyeU+°(B),

(7.2) W,Y]h-i ^ a'k\\N\\k\\y\\k,       VNefa,   VyeLr + s(P).

For the linear map/: Lr + S(B) -^Lr + S(B) defined by

(7.3) fY = y-mèt,y]

we get, setting ak = a'kak,

(7.4) (l-aMh)hh = Uvh ^ (l+akUt\\k)\\v\\k.

Hence, for a fixed t,f is continuous in the norm || ||fc and thus admits a continuous

extension/to the completion Lr + S(B) of Lr + S(B) with respect to the &-norm. By

continuity the inequalities (7.4) hold for r¡ e Lr + S(B), and by the first of them/is

injective for fl Çt\\k < \/ak; we assume e is small enough for this inequality to hold for

all teM={teRm | |f|<e}. If we set

(7.5) TtV = &G[Çt,v],      f=I-ft,

then ||Fi||te< 1 for t e M, and thus/has a continuous inverse given by

(7.6) Vt=ffib = b + ftb + f?b+---,       beU + s(B).

Substituting for F( from (7.5) and for |t from (5.9) and (5.10), we get for the

solution 7)t of the integral equation (6.6) with the initial value bt e Hr,s(B0) the

expression

(7.7) Vt = bt+ 2 9GPM, b)
nil

where

(7.8) Pn(h?,b)=    2 2       [Aiih¡i,&G[Aiih\...,&G[AtJi\b¿...]].

For bt e Hr,s(B0) we have i?¡ g Lr+S(B0), and if bt depends differentiably on t so

does r¡t (see [7, p. 150]). Using the development (5.8) for gt we get

(7.9) [it, Vt] = 2 Pn(h\ he.
ngl

The function h^-Pn(hn,b) is «-homogeneous and continuous in the norm || ||fc

from fa into Lr + S + 1(B).
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8. The integrability condition. Consider now the integrability condition (6.8).

By (7.9) it can be written in the form

(«.i) 2 F»w>*)e ~dL>   be zr-s(L(Bo))-
nil

To analyse this condition we need the following result.

Lemma 8.1. Let Y be a closed vector subspace of a Banach space X, Z another

Banach space. For each positive integer k, let Lk be a k-linear continuous function

Lk:Zk^X

such that

S(h) = 2 LJi«

converges for \h\ < e. Then, for a fixed heZ with \h\ < s, S(th) e Y for — 1 ¿/á¡ 1 if

and only ifLkhk e Y for all k^l.

Proof. The sufficiency of the condition is evident. Suppose then that S(th) e Y

for a fixed h, \h\<e and for -lá*ál. Then if f(t) = S(th), f: [-1, l]-> T is
differentiable, indeed analytic at 0 e R, as the composition of two analytic functions.

Differentiating term by term the development/(í) = 2ícsi tkLkhk we get

fn\t) = 2 k(k-\)--(k-n+\)tk-»Lkhk,
kin

from which

/(0) = 0,       f*K0) = n\Lnh\

But, as  Y is closed in X,f(t) e Y for W implies /<n)(0) e Y for Vn. Therefore

Lkhk e Y for k ^ 1, as was to be shown.

As 8L(B) is a closed subspace of L(B) for the norm || \k, the condition

(8.2) Pn(hf, b) e 8L(B),       V« ̂  1,

is sufficient for b e Hr,s(B0) to be integrable at t (for /- \b) to be a solution of

(6.1)).
Therefore we have the following:

Theorem 8.1. Let be Hr,s(B0). In order that ffl(b) = r¡t is a solution of (6.X) for

each te M, it is sufficient that

(8.2) Pn(ht,b)e8L(B),       VieAf,   » fc 1.

The solution r¡t is a 8t-closed B-form of type (r, s), and it depends differentiably on t.

Let now As be the balanced hull of {ht | |r| <e} in Z(fa), i.e. As = {sht | |i| <e

and -l^i^l}.
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Theorem 8.2. The condition

(8.3) Pn(h,b)e8L(B),       VheAs,   V« ä 1,

implies (8.2). In case {ht\ \t\ <e} = Ae, the condition (8.3) is necessary and sufficient

forft~1(b) = r]t to be a solution of (6.1) for each t e M.

The last statement of the theorem follows from the Lemma 8.1.

9. Conditions for dim H¡'ts(Bt) to be locally constant. A form y e 8Lr,s~1(B0) is

trivially extendible; it is sufficient to take r)t = tTrs(t)dta as an extension, if y = 8a.

Therefore it is no restriction to limit oneself to harmonic initial values b in the

following theorem which follows from Theorem 8.2.

Theorem 9.1. In order that all 8-closed forms y e Lr,s(B0) are extendible with any

initial value bt e Zr,s(L(B0)) at t = 0, it is sufficient that (8.3) holds for V7¡ e Ae and

V¿? 6 Hr-S(B0).

By Theorem 2.1 dim HLë't\Bt) is constant in a neighborhood of i = 0 if all har-

monic forms y e Hr's(BQ) are extendible and co-extendible. Therefore we get the

following result. Let 3%(d) stand for B(L(B0)) or 8(L(B$)) depending on the case.

Theorem 9.2. In order that dim H!8's(Bt) is constant in a neighborhood of t = 0, it

is sufficient that there exists e > 0 such that, for all h e As and all « â 1,

Pn(h,b)e<%(8)

whenever b e Hr-S(B0) or b e Hn~r,n's(B*). The condition is also necessary if h(M)

is a cone centered at 0 e Z(iftj).

To obtain necessary conditions in the general case, suppose that all forms

y e Hr,s(B0) are extendible. Suppose t ^>bt is the initial value function of an

extension yt of y. Then

(9.3) yt = 2 Pn(h?, bt) e 8L(BQ).
nil

As t —> ht is differentiable as a function from Mc Rm into the Banach space fa,

and the series (9.3) and the series of the derivatives are uniformly convergent for

\t | ^ S < £ with S sufficiently small, we can differentiate term by term. This gives for

AeRm

(9.4) y'A =  2 {nFnW"^A, bt)+P¿f¿¡, b'M 6 ~8L(B0),
nil

where h't and b't are derivatives of ht and bt, as functions from M into fa and

Lr,s(B0), respectively.

For i=0 we have, as h0=0,

(9.5) R^A,, b0) = P^h'oA,, bQ) e 8L(B0),       VA, e Rm,
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with

(9.6) R¿Ai, b0) = [A4A,, b0].

Differentiating the expression (9.4) gives

y'/A2Ai =   2 {n(n-\)Pn(hr2h'tA2h'Ai,bt)
nil

(9.7) +nPn(hr1h'[A2Ai, bd + nP^hr'h'Ai, b'tA2)

+ nPn(hr1h'A2, b'tAi) + Pn(hf, b¡A2Ai)} e 8L(B0).

This is permitted as once more the series of derivatives converges uniformly with

the series (9.4). Setting r = 0 one obtains

2P2(h'0A2h'0Au b0)+P1(h'¿A2AU b0)+Pi.(h0Au b'0A2)

+P1(h'0A2, 6JAJ e dL(B0).

By (9.5) the last two terms can be written in the form -Pi(A1; ¿ÓA2) —Ä1(A2, b'oAJ

and are thus in dL(B0). Setting

(9.9) R2(A2A1; bQ) = 2P2(h'0A2h'0Ai, b0) + P1(h"0A2A1, b0)

we get therefore from (9.8)

(9.10) F2(A2 A1; b0) e 8L(B0),        A2, A, e Rm.

Generally one obtains

Rk(AkAk_1---A1,b0) = (Dt)k J VW, bo)
i = i

A* --A,
i=0

(9.11) =k\Pk(h'0Ak...h'oAub0)

+ ---+Pi(h0k)Ak---Ai,b0)e8L,

the other terms in [(Dt)kyt]t = 0Ak- ■ ■A1 being expressible in terms of Pfc_i,..., Rlt

and hence in 8L(B0). Hence we have the

Theorem 9.3. The conditions

(9.12) PfciA.-.A^e^ë)

for VA¿ e Rm and VZ> e H'-S(B0), V£ e Hn-r-n~s(B*) are necessary for dim Hl\\Bt)

to be constant in a neighborhood of r = 0. If the family is real analytic, then the

conditions are also sufficient.

For the last statement, let us note that if the family is real analytic, then we can

write «( = 2fcai (\/k\)h'0k)tk where the series converges in a neighborhood of i = 0.

This implies the convergence of

(9.13) Vt= 2 ^RÁtk,b0) + b0,
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for small /. Furthermore, y( = 2ngi Pn(ht> b0) is analytic in í in a neighborhood of

t = 0 and, by the definition (9.11) of Rk, we have yt = ~nt for small /. Therefore -qt is a

solution of the integral equation (6.6) with a constant initial value function b0, and

the conditions (9.12) imply that the integrability condition (6.8) is satisfied. As

■n0 = b0e HT-S(B0) is arbitrary, it follows that all forms in Hr,s(B0) are extendible

(analogously for co-extendibility). The local constancy of dim //||s(5t) follows then

by the Theorem 2.1.
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